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License Agreement - Printable Trugs
Trugs Printables License (Personal and Tutoring Use Only)
Thank you for your purchasing one of our printable Trugs games and resources. The idea is that you can print the 
Trugs cards, and use them as great resources and games to help young people to read words successfully. 
The Buyer acknowledges that the purchase or download of any Read Successfully Ltd Trugs Digital printable 
product comes with a non-exclusive limited use, limited time license that the Buyer may use the product for their 
sole personal use and tutoring use only. The files are licensed to a single-user for use on their computer(s) only. 
You agree to these terms by completing the transaction and/or download. This agreement is valid whilst you have 
an active purchase subscription to the Trugs tutor pack with an annual or monthly license for printing. If you do 
not renew the license subscription, all printing of Trugs materials must stop.
Read Successfully Ltd (Trugs) remains the sole and exclusive owner and holder of the copyright of the design and 
the registered trademark for Trugs. Purchase does not transfer rights.
The Buyer may not otherwise alter, edit or manipulate the product. The Buyer may not share, distribute, sell or 
otherwise allow a third-party to use the digital files in any way.

IN SIMPLE TERMS
You Can:
1. Print copies of a Trugs printable for your own personal use or tutoring use with students or family.
2. Save the file to a USB Drive or private cloud drive to get the file printed at a print shop for your personal  
 or tutoring use.
You Cannot:
1. Share the digital file(s) with anyone via email, USB, cloud upload, messaging or any other means.
2. Sell or give the digital file(s) to anyone else.
3. Sell printed copies of the digital file(s) to anyone.
4. Edit, manipulate or alter the file(s) in any way.
5. Upload the digital file(s) online to the internet for the purpose of file distribution to others.
6. Give the impression to anyone that you created/designed the digital file(s).
7. Use the digital file(s) or printed hard copies of the file(s) for ANY commercial use, or products for sale.
We thank you for your support in following this License Agreement. We also offer school wide licenses and 
custom license agreements. Trugs is not subject to the CLA License to copy, and requires a school wide license 
to be purchased prior to copying within a school for multiple classes and students. Please contact us at 
trugs@readsuccessfully.com if you have any license queries.
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